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SPIRITUALITY AND
PRIVILEGE
by Whitney
My original interest in interviewing Dean Weitstein
was to find out something about the spiritual health of
Rollins College. Little did I know that this is the kind of
question he is asked most often and understandably,
is reluctant to answer. We did, however, manage to
narrow the scope of "spiritual health" and get down to
a more interesting disussion about the effect of
priviledge on spiritual growth.
WHITNEY: Is a question about spiritual
health
unanswerable?
DEAN WEITSTEIN: What I'd like to address, in relation to
this spirituality auestion, is what can be done to evoke
new directions in spirituality for at least some people.
Over the Spring Break, I went to Haiti with Charlie Scott,
the director of "Young Life" which has, over the past
years, sponsored and constructed a school in the community of Pele. Pele is one of the poorer sections of Port
au Prince. I was interested in the kind of program connected with the school. Charlie would bring down
groups of college and high school, fifteen at a time, in a
cross-cultural experience. Each person is "partnered"
with someone from Haiti. They live together for lO days
and sleep on the roof of the school behind the Baptist
mission. They become acauainted with what a thirdworld living situtation is really like. I think there are a
number of students (here) that would really benefit by
this experience.
I have no experience of a third-world situation so I
wanted to know what it was like. I went down to see
about developing a medical center in Pele, exploring
who could give land to the project, what kind of community support we could count on, that kind of thing. We
were kept quite busy. We slept on the roof of the school
at night and then would interract with the community
during the day. It was an amazing thing to see 5 0 0
students show up for school everyday. Sixty students
would be in a classroom not much bigger than this office, working on kind of double benches, sitting on the
bench and writing in another. No doors, no windows, no
screens, You walk down the corridor and you can look
mto all the classrooms. On the outside, there's a gravel
area where the children have recess. There is all this
noise going on. I couldn'r believe students were studyJflQ, but they were and they seemed to be concentrating.
Ir
> the corner of the courtyard, two would stir a big
cauldron. That would provide, a hot meal at 12:30 every
day and, for most of the children, that was the only meal
f the day. You look at these kids and you see their hair
Turning orange, already a sign of malnutrition. You see a
c
hHd you think might be six years old and that child is
ten. You look around and you see this area filled with
•flacks, connigated metal construction and other
fces. They have to walk a mile and a half for water,
|nich they carry on their heads. There are no sanitary
pities, it's third-world.
lT
seems to me that, if we are going to debate life-boat

ethics in the classroom, I'd like to have some of the
members of that class go down there and have the experience of walking through the streets with one childs
hanging on each finger. To look at the children and see
the joy and the hope that they have.
W: Did you feel deprived, physically uncomfortable
while you were there? Were you having the same
physical experience as the Haitians?
DW: No, I wasn't experiencing anything like what they
were because I knew I had a flight back on that big bird
back to Orlando. We were deprived of peace and quiet
at night though! We slept on the roof of the school. At
night, the teenagers created their own instruments with
bamboo, sort of pipes. They'd play a little tune of 4 or 5
notes. They'd start with the pipes, others would take tin
can lids and knock them together. That was their orchestra. They'd parade around - crowds of them through the narrow alleys. They are dancing to the beat,
on and on, into the morning. When you don't have a
disco to go to, you make your own.
W: This raises another question. We're talking about
spiritual health at Rollins and we're talking about a
severely deprived third-world situation. You said there
was real hope in these people, a looking forward.
What seems important at this point is how does
priviledge affect spiritually? It goes without saying that
Rollins students are among the most priviledged any
where in the world — the kind of campus set-up we
have, the socio-economic background of of majority
of students here, the kind of education priviledges we
enjoy in terms of food, shelter... sports cars. It makes
complaints about the Beanery seem irrelevant in
terms of the living experience in Haiti. How do you interpret the effect of priviledge on real spiritual
growth?
DW: Priviledge can be a strong obstacle to spiritual
growth, if it is self-protective and isolating. That is the
spiritual problem in living in such a beautiful campus
community. I used to live in a perfectly beautiful little
town on the coast. Everyone used to say, "Isn't this a
wonderful place to bring up your children?" I began to
realize that maybe this was a dreadful place to bring up
children if they were going to relate realistically and
responsibly to the world.
But the other thing I've discovered about priviledge particularly with Rollins students - is a very great capacity for empathy. My suspision is that if students experienced life in that kind of situation (as in Haiti), they would immediately find strong new wayd to express their responsibility. Not necessarily giving up priviledge but using
the priviledges of education, good health, creativity that
has been carefully nurtured well and responsibly.
Over next Spring Break, instead of going to Ft. Lauderdale or the Bahamas, I'd like to take a group to the bario
in Port au Prince. We would have a cross-cultural exchange- I'd like to bring people down with various
backgrounds, with French language, education interests to teach in the schools, that sort of thing. O

JW: I understand
that you
went
to UCF and
then
transferred to Rollins.
PS: I went to UCF from ' 8 0 to '83
a n d basically just wasted time
and partied all the time. I
w o r k e d my w a y t h r o u g h
school a n d did art work for
"Free Bird" a n d some of the
other local magazines. It was
all c h e a p stuff. By that time, I
was getting clientel, but I
wasn't getting a lot of money.
RV: When did you incorporate
yourself?
PS: When did I become a
business a n d i n c o r p o r a t e
myself and start having accountants d o tax returns and
shit?
RV: (Laughs) Right!
PS: 1982. That's when I did my
first business card which is really all incorporated. It takes
making a mechanical piece
of art work a n d spending
twenty-five dollars and getting
business cards printed up.
When you're starting out on a
small scale like that you c a n
do just about anything you
want and the IRS won't know
about it. (laughs) This isn't
recording, is it?
JW: They'll know when I send
them an issue of this paper,
(the doorbell rings) Oh, that
must be Dominoes.
PS: Where are your parents
from? (indicating Jay)
JW: Orlando.
Well, no my
mom was born in Orlando,
but my dad was born in New
York City.
PS: So you grew up in Orlando?
JW: Born and raised.
RV: Jay, move your feet.
JW: Sorry Rhonda, don't wanna get that pizza dirty. Yeah I
was raised in Orlando.
RV: Me too.
PS: Really?
RV: Yep. Two natives in one
room.
JW: Well, we were lovers,
Rhonda and I were, when we
were like elevan. But
RV: Shit!
JW: (laughs) That's why we invited you over here tonight.
RV: Stop it.
PS: I knew there was some con-

text for this interview.
RV: I thought we were interviewing you so you could pay
for the pizza.
JW: That too.
PS: I told Jay that I had a free
pizza coupon, a n d he said,
"Oh, you wanna be interviewed?".
RV: It's hard to eat pizza and
talk about yourself.
I think we should talk
about your dinosaur
affixiation.
JW: You mean, fixation, right?
PS: Affixiation?! That's right, I'm
always strangling dinosaurs.
RV: I was thinking about autoerotic affixiation.
PS: I don't know what happened with the dinosaurs. All I
c a n remember is that I grew
up in Titusville. You know where
Titusville is? It's really an interesting metropolis, let me tell
you.
RV: I can well imagine.
PS: We grew up reading comic
books because that's about all
there was to do. I went to a
school in Titusville c a l l e d
Apollo Elementary and every
year, they would have an art
show. Every year, they'd pick
one artist from each class to
paint a mural, a 6x11 mural. For
some reason, I always got
picked and, for some reason, I
did dinasaurs for like three
years in a row. The last year, I
did a scuba-diver discovering
a treasure chest. Really a d vanced stuff, though, forteen
years old.
JW: One of the things that I'm
really curious about is, I've
always
been
really
enamored with the whole idea
of the starving artist living in
the loft in Greenwich
Village
or Soho trying to make it, but
you're going to Rollins College, your self-supporting and
your art work is your line of
capital.
PS: One of my lines of capital.
JW: Right. I know that you've
been hired out by American
Express to do
caricatures.
They've flown you all over the
country-correct
me if I'm
wrong.

PS: No, no, that's right.
JW: I don't know what kind of
money your making,
but...
PS: Pretty g o o d . It ranges from
$25 to $65 dollars an hour. It's
not pennies. It's really funny
because I work at UPS and I
c a n m a k e m o r e in one
weekend doing caricatures
than I c a n in a month and a
half at UPS.
JW: UPS is still a high paying
job.
PS: Yeah, UPS is like twelve
bucks an hour.
JW: It's highly unusual for a
college art student to be as
successful and self-supporting. How do you market your
art?
PS: First of all, the starving artist
in Greenwich Village or Soho is
partially myth and partial reality. I mean, there are people
like that, but, they're fine artists.
In other words, the art that's
hanging on the wall, some of
these people waited until their
forties a n d fifties to get
discovered. Jackson Pollock,
who I'm sure everyone is at
least partly familiar with was in
his forties before people
r e c o g n i z e d t h a t he had
something. These are people
that had to wait.
I d o more than just fine art.
There's a real weird prejudice
towards artists who d o illustration or design or cartooning.
Fine art means you're above
that. In the process of being
a b o v e that, you're a starving
artist in Greenwich Village who
doesn't make any money and
who eats peanut-butter. I'm in
a position where I want to say
something with my art work,
which is what fine artists do, but
I have no aversion to making
money. I don't mind not starving.
In the fifties, fine art started
taking this elitist position in that,
we c a n d o what we want, and
the audience h a d better be
ready to a c c e p t it. That was
g o o d because it forced art to
hit new boundaries. Michelangelo was probably the most
heroic artist of all time in that
he would take on anything,

"There's a
real weird
prejudice
towards artists who do
illustrations
or design
or cartooning
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and everything that he did just
turned out almost supernatural. There were certain
conventions that even he
couldn't progress beyond. In
the fifties, these people progressed beyond it and what
happened is, as a result, all
other art forms, if they were
commercial or if someone was
producing a product, regardless of how good the product
was, or regardless of how well it
communicated a message, if
it had any cliches or symbols
or anything, then it was trite.
JW: Why don't we talk about
some of your art that you
have here. I really am interested in these Viet Nam
pieces. The first time that I saw
them was two years ago
when they appeared
in
Brushing.
PS: These pieces were originally commissioned right after I
graduated from high school
by a magazine that was,
quote-underground-unquote,
which basically means that it
wasn't mainstream. It wouldn't
be selling at your local newsstand. It dealt wth issues which
weren't necessarily pleasant
and, I mean, you know exactly
what I mean, probably.
JW: Oh no, I have no idea!
PS: (laughs, as he stuffs another
piece of pizza in his mouth.)
The article was about Viet
Nam veterans who went over
and came back in a different
state. So here's a real complex
thought that needs to communicate directly. When you
have a complex thought
needs to be communicated
directly, the easiest thing to do,
and sometimes, the most striking thing to do is make it a simple format. Well, these things
are simple. They're just big,
black blocks with no detail at
all except for a couple areas
that catch your attention as a
result of everything else being
black.
JW: Right.

PS: In this case, there's an amputee, someone who is confined to a wheelchair in a kind
of ambiguous statement, because you don't know why he's
m that wheelchair, all you can
866
is a suggestion of a
wheelchair. There's some
spokes, a tire tread, whatever,
and then there's the last person whose eye has been ripP©d out. There's a cross danglln
Qfromit. I'm going to let the
viewer make their own

associations. That's not my job.
My job is just to get you to look
at these things. The way I look
at art work is if you succeed in
getting a viewer to stop and
look at a piece of your artwork
for three or four minutes, if
they'll stop and look at it, and it
makes them think and maybe
they take it home with them, if
they maybe wake up and say,
'I wonder what that was all
about, or maybe they never
think about it again, but if, for
just a moment, you make them
stop and consider something,
which normally, they would not
have considered, you've succeeded.
These are illustrations. There
are people that get payed a
fortune just to airbrush drawings of Coca-cola cans or
Leggs panty hose, or whatever.
Technically, they're incredible
craftsmen. But when it comes
to putting any feeling across or
expressing opinion or making
somebody stop and look at
their work again, they fail.
That's just an aspect that they
don't even cover. I'm just not
interested in doing that. There's
a moral responsibility.
JW: You said that a magazine
hired you to do the Viet Nam
pieces. Did you have any
prior interest in Viet Nam?
PS: Well... I mean...
RV: You can say no.
PS: No, but I did. I like history.
There's just something about
history and, what's really funny
is, I wonder how many people
on campus, if you asked some
questions about sixties, would
know anything about it?
JW: Maybe they'd make a
passing reference to "The
Beatles".
PS: I can name dates for you
on different events. Music,
sociological, or whatever,
because I'm really interested
in history for some reason. Partically, I suppose, because it
makes up what we are today.
Part of the reason why the
1980's are so conservative
with Reaganism, a return to the
1950's and all that, is because
the sixties was such a relief
valve where everybody rejected everything and experimented and took new
things. I swear to God, if you
were to say, "Name like, uh,
Timothy Leary or Ken Kesey" or
whatever, people would have
no idea who you were talking
about.
JW: Oh, c'mon,
please!
Timothy Leary was the...

PS: Then I say," Timothy Leary,
didn't he write a "Moody Blues"
song?
JW: No, the Moody Blues
wrote a song about him called "Legend of a Mind."
PS: I'm serious, how many people could you ask at Rollins
who genuinely know who
Timothy Leary and Ken Kesey
are?
JW: I think that it's fairly common knowledge that Timothy
Leary was the father of acid
and Ken Kesey wrote the
novel One Flew Over The
Cookoo's Nest. He also experimented
heavily
with
hallucinogens. Do I pass the
test?
PS: Yeah. You know, Kesey was
really innovative.
JW: Did you know that Cary
Grant submitted himself to
supervised experiments dealing with LSD?
PS: Yeah, I read that. His experiences with LSD were mind
opening, however, he wouldn't
recommend it for common
usage.
JW: But could you imagine, he
probably got the purest LSD,
cocaine or anything, just
because he's an international
star.
PS: What do you guy's think of
Friday the 13, Part V?
JW: Have you seen it?
PS: No, I haven't. I'll wait 'till it
comes on HBO. But isn't it
amazing that a movie can get
to part V and still sell out.
JW: Oh c'mon. Is it really selling out?
PS: Yeah, supposedly it's
beating Beverly Hills Cop. It hit
the number 2 spot it's first week
out! I think they should call it
"Friday the 13, Part V, A
New Fiscal Year." It's just an
incredible milking of profits.
JW: So Phil, tell me, what
brought this on?
PS: I had to get it out.
RV: Soon, we will have World
War 17.
JW: Tell me about some more
of your pieces. How about
your bomb shelter piece.
PS: Well, you tell me. What is
your reaction when you see a
piece like this?
RV: Well, I think it catches your
attention immediately
because it is different from most
types of photography. You
look at it and think about what
us happening in each of the
frames.
JW: Yeah, it's not your typical
Yosimite vacation picture.
PS: Which is accurate. It's a nar-

rative sequence in that you
read from left to right until you
get to a resolution. In this case,
what happens is you're introduced to somebody's back
yard and you see a bomb
shelter. Then you notice the old
lady running to the bomb
shelter and she's kind of blurred. Then, "BOOM", the next
thing you know, all the film is
red and yellow and has been
ruined. The next thing after
that, she's falling down and
you don't know why. The next
frame, half of it's ruined and
half of it's not, but she's getting
back up and she's got her
hand against the wall, steadying herself. The last sequence
of the six, she's going back
down into this bomb shelter, into the tunnel down the stairs.

JW: It's funny that a women in
her mid seventies would even
care about going down into a
bomb shelter.
PS: It was really amazing,
because I'd seen this bomb
shelter for months and didn't
know how to use a black and
white camera. I was that much
of a novice. So, I'd been seeing this image for months and
months saying, "God, as soon
as I learn how to take a black
and white photograph, I'm going to go to this place." What
happened is I went there and
started taking pictures. I wasn't
satisfied, it wasn't enough. So, I
went to the front door and
knocked on it and this old
lady, I mean - I could have
been a rapist or robber - she
turned out to be super friendly,
invited me in and told me a little about the bomb shelter. I
explained to her who I was
and asked if she would open
the bomb shelter so that I
could take pictures. It turns out
that it's been covered in the
past. Two of the radio stations
had done it, Sentinal Star had
taken photographs of it. So,
she's used to it. It's like, her
house is a tourist attraction.
Anyway, I got her to go out
and open the doors for me
and what she didn't realize is
as she was opening the doors,
I was taking pictures of her.
What you see before you is the
result of these photographs.
JW: I think that we should turn
the tape recorder off and
have group sex now. Q

io
_

JAY WERBA: Norman, you've worked with Viet Nam
veterans. You're quite an expert in that field, are you
not?
NORMAN JONES: Yeah.
JW: I'm really interested in hearing about that. Were
you a Viet Nam veteran yourself?
NJ: Yes, I was in the Navy during the Viet Nam war. In
'68-70,1 was stationed a b o a r d a destroyer, and my job
was to cruise the coast of Viet Nam a n d pump rounds into the coast. We would d o six-month cruises and be
called in by the Marines a n d Army. I was a radio man. I
was in the radio spaces, reading reports, etc., so my experience was second-hand, first-hand. I wasn't on the
ground, but I'd be reading about what was going on.
The war itself was a real crazy experience. It didn't
make any sense. It didn't make sense to me while I was
there, and one of the things that I remember very clearly
was right after I h a d finished college, a n d one of the
things I remembered was, "I just want to get out of here."
I wasn't really afraid for my life; I was more afraid for my
sanity. I just wanted to get out of there sane.
JW: Well, one of the things I've noticed about Viet Nam
veterans—a thing when I found out about surprised
me, because I've known so many veterans, and it
seems like there is always some sort of tell-tale signs
that they were there, and, you know, it's amazing that
anybody you talk to whose thirty-eight years old and a
male, chances are that that person is a Viet Nam
veteran. This is something that I don't think our society
thinks about too much. I've just recently
recognized
that. You know, when somebody tells me, "Oh yeah, I
was in Viet Nam," it's like "You were?!" It's almost like o
whole generation of people just evaporated from the
face of the earth. I don't know that it's just me that
doesn't admit that Viet Nam did take place or it it's a
very widespread thing.
JUDY PROVOST: It's like a different culture.
NJ: Well, I'd like to talk about it in terms of me. I'm not
what I'd call the typical Viet Nam veteran, but I share
some things that I've noticed most Viet Nam veterans
seem to have, including a kind of distancing, a lot of
times, from what is going on around m e in terms of seeing things from the persepctive of how serious this
really... There's a kind of skepticism about institutions,
processes that g o on. Sometimes you get into alienation
and cynicism, a particular feeling where angles c a n
kind of be mobilized right away, a n d I think it's not just
related to Viet Nam; ifs related to the whole '60's. You
see, people forget that not not only did we have Viet
Nam in the '60's, we h a d the only period in America
where America's best leaders were just shot down. That,
to me, was just as significant, a n d the whole movement

I remember Billy Burn, half of D C town, a n d we had set a
food distribution center out of our student center,
against the administration's guidelines, but once we did
it, we got public press for it, and they said, "It was
Howard University that got involved with it," but it was the
students who did it against the administration rule.
And then the next thing, I got my notice from the Navy,
saying, you know, "You have been drafted," a n d six
months later, as my buddies had delayed graduating in
order to be in school another year or be in the Peace
Corps or whatever, 6 months later, on the gun-line. It was
really-it fakes fifteen to twenty years later to sort out that
stuff. I mean, it was like living life at a thousand miles per
hour. It just happened so fast and so hard that a lot of us
are still sorting it out and still trying to figure what it's all
about, what we are all about, what happened to us in
that time.
JUSTINE DEMING: So you really didn't have that grace
period right after college and before "life."
NJ: When I got to graduate school, I started to see things
differently, but I wouldn't understand that ! was seeing
things differently. I felt different, but, you know, I just
couldn't relate to a lot that was going on, a n d I couldn't
figure out what was happening, but there were a million
things going on in terms of black awareness, in terms of
Viet Nam veterans, in terms of the whole'60's thing, a n d
you know, maybe one day I'll write a book about some
of this stuff.
JP: Hope you do.
JW: Yeah, you should. Does it anger you at all, as far as
Rollins College being such a laid-back. .. You were
talking about the students taking over the student
center and doing this against the administration
and
setting up food lines, and on and on. At Rollins College, we're bitching about whether we should remodel the student center or not. We've been playing
with it for the past ten years, and the most controversial thing right now is whether or nor we should keep
the library open all night long, and we don't have this
awareness of getting out of college
and
being
drafted. We've never experienced that. Well, how do
you react the Rollins College after what you've been
through?
NJ: Well, you know, Judy and I have talked-Judy was an
activist; I don't know how many people realize that.
JP: Well, the interesting overlap, a n d we should answer
the question, is that in '69 a n d 7 0 , I was working at a
veterans' hospital in L.A, working with returning veterans
from Viet Nam who were mostly addicted to heroin, a n d
someone having a lot of trouble keeping reality, a n d all
this other stuff. But a n y w a y . . . Thank you. Go ahead.

ACTIVISM, WAR
AND MENTAL HEALTH
by Jay Werba and Justine Deming
NJ: Let's g o back to the basic question because I'm getting sort of lost in this.
JW: As far asNJ: Oh yeah, about coming to Rollins. Well, I think if I look
around now, it's "The Big Chill," sort of, if you g o back a n d
look at what my friends are doing now a n d how involved
and active they are, or what is happening and try to
reverse it, or whatever. I tell you, I a m thrilled to see Col-

of the '60's was as significant as Viet Nam. It just kind of
all merged together. So, in my senior year of college-l
don't remember my senior year in college! I remember
K|
ng getting shot, I remember (Eugene) McCarthy c o m ing on campus a n d taking over the administration
building, and we told him he couldn't c o m e in because
we were black militants, a n d we were taking over the
campus.
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"/ got my notice saying,
'you have been
drafted,'... six months
later, on the gun line."
umbia and Berkeley students are being arrested for protesting their college's massive involvement in industrial
development in South Africia right now. I think that these
issues move in cycles, and I think that perioaically people come along, groups of students, or times come
along when people have just, I guess, prepared to respond to various situations. I think that Rollins is definitely
not in the forefront of political activity. I see and feel, on
the basis of some of the students who are coming in, a
certain willingness and awareness to get involved. I think
there are, even right now, a group of students on campus who have a certain social commitment and who
are pretty active. Most, right now, see it from the
Pinehurst students in one set of ways, and then I see a
group of students who is active in Sullivan House in a different kind of way. Students are not going to go that
much further than broader society, of course, so if society on the whole is saying, "Lay back. Make big bucks,"
then that's going to shape the context of what's happening in the student area. You have to remember that
the '60's were all big changes in civil rights and political
structures that gives the background for what's happening. I think, for example, that the Congress does
challenge Reagan on this whole issue of constitutional
authority, and this thing that happened with the Attorney
General, and the whole country get involved in that, and
then the students start to get involved too.
JD: It seems that students are kind of leading the
movements or picking up things that are happening in
the country and protesting. You get more of a reaction, like if things are happening in the country, then
they'll react. I don't know if in the '60's it was the
students causing—
JP: Oh, you're talking about proactive rather than active.
JD: Right.
JP: But really, the students in the '60's were reactive also,
because they were reacting to the kind of conservatism
and tightness of the '50's, and coming along at a time
where, like in college, there were all these restrictions.
Colleges operated like parents, and there were very
black and white rules, and they were reacting, just like
there's probably something building now that maybe
we'll see a reaction by the end of the '80's.
JW: One of the things that I was curious about, the attrition rate of women finished with their sophomore year
is staggering. It just has been in the past. It seems like
sophomore women are leaving like there's a bubonic
plague going around or something. Why do you suppose that is?

JP: I aon't recall the latest figures. I remember there was
one year a few years ago where it was really dramaric. It
seems to me that with this last year, it is equalling out
now. But I'm not sure. I guess you have to ask someone
over in administration about the figures. At that time, we
has speculated a great deal, a lot of us who were in student services, about what was going on, and it's really
hard to get clear-cut data because when people
decide to leave, they don't always tell you the real
reason. I know of students who left because they were
having severe family problems, but the reason they
gave on their forms was financial, you know, so you really never know. Some hunches might be women who are
serious about their academics and about having a
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NJ: I just think that it's real hard for women, particularly, to
try to figure out a role where they can be competent
and appreciated and still have fun.
JW: Cyndi Lauper doesn't help. (Laughter)
NJ: And I think a lot of the shapes and forces of the Greek
system have a lot to do with that because both what Images, not necessarily the reality, the images are of what
is a "classy Greek women" and the images that are projected as to what Greek men want in a women, and, you
know, that is only going to be about 10% of the population, by definition, right? At most. Rollins has one of the
most attractive student bodies you can find anywhere,
and still only about 10% of the people are going to fit into that mold. But what do the other 90% do, in terms of
not meeting that top 10% criteria? "Does that leave me
out?" A lot of people become casualties of that process.
JD: It's very, very competitive part of social pressure.
NJ: Right, and it's something, you know, that tf you just
happen not to fit the size, hair color, weight, there's no
way you can do it, you know. You just can't do it, that's
all.
JP: There's such an irony because I'll have a man sitting
on that sofa saying to me, "I realty feel like I'd like to
have a relationship, a significant relationship with a
woman, but I don't know how to go about it, and I'm
afraid about the kind of teasing and comments I'm going to get. There are several women that I'm really, you
know, interested in." And ifs not what you're seeing on
me surface, but people just take that surface stuff and
see it as a limiting thing, They don't go beneath it and
challenge it or question it.
NJ: One of the things that was really good for me was going on a ROC trip. There were all kinds of people, very
active in fraternities or very high-level positions, as well
as people who were, you know, didn't participate a
whole lot in any other things, and in those kind of situations, you see people questioning after about the third
day of going down a couple of cliffs together and
through the white water, you see people beginning to
just deal with who the other person is, and those other
issues just aren't as important, which, by the way, was
one of the things that happened in warfare. If you're
dealing with your life, then a lot of other things are important, seemingly, dont become so important. What really
gets crazy is when people get back on campus, and
you're walking across the campus and you dont speak
to the person because they're wrth "their sister" ad
they're our rivals. That is what h really crazy. O

career and about being seen as an individual and not
as a sex object may not have gotten enough emotional
support from some of the social systems of the student
body as a whole, and they felt like in order to be a whole
Person, in a social sense, but also in an academic
achievement sense, they'd need to go somewhere they
Oet a little more support for that. At least some women
have felt like our social system reinforces things like the
meat market stuff, [fs hard to realty nail it down, tt seems
o be that l"m hearing less of that this year, but it's such a
subjective perception, and I'm seeing a little more effort
•the part of the administration and the students to pro2J© other kinds of support systems or activities or
whatever.
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In the past few months, Dr.
Rosemary Curb has become
a media celebrity
interviewed on the Phil Donahue
and Hour Magazine TV shows,
written up in papers from the
Boston Globe to the Orlando
Sentinel, all because of her
co-editing of "Lesbian Nuns:
Breaking
Silence".
This
radical book has exposed a
new battleground of controversy in the
ongoing * * *
American gender wars. In
Rollins' struggle for academic
superiority, Rosemary Curb
has become a leader on
campus and off, fighting for
intellectual acceptance of individual preference.
Below
are a few selected quotes
from this often-interviewed
personality.
SANDSPUR: Do you think a
feeling of intolerance,
a
renewal of racism and sexism
and homophobia is becoming dominant in this country?
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ROSEMARY CURB:... we
seemed to have gone back,
but liberal progress or progress
toward tolerance in recent
history seems to go in waves
and cycles. I hope that the
phase we're in now won't last
long... I think what probably
happens in all periods is that
there are people who hold a
variety of views but for some
reason
or
other
one
becomes... popular.
SS; Are you worried about being assassinated?
RC: I'm not worried about being assasinated. I am not going to be silent, however, even
if it endangers me and that's a
choice I made way back. I am
going to be more open, more
blatant; I'm going to speak out
more strongly because I don't
want to live in fear and the only
way to survive the fear and the
phobia is to speak out and if it
means getting assassinated,
well, then that's my life.

SS; What's the book about
and what prompted you to
write it?
RC: It's a collection of fifty
stories, autobiographies of
women who call themselves
lesbians who are presently
nuns or who have been nuns.
My own story is not in the book.
I wrote an introduction and
mentioned some things about
my own life in that, but I didn't
include my own story in the
book. My co-editor, Nancy
Manahan also wrote an introduction. She is also an exnun and an English teacher.
She was interested to know
how I had undergone an
evolution of my spirituality from
the convent to my present
matriarch or feminist spirituality. How had I made that great
leap from the patriarchy to the
matriarchy because she sort of
wanted to move in that directory but still very much
enmeshed in all of the sort of
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emotional psychic grooves
that growing up Roman
Catholic certainly develops, so
we primarily corresponded
about that. Then Barbara
Greer, who is the publisher of
Nyad Press called me and said
she would like Nancy and I to
co-edit a collection of Lesbian
Nun stories. It is kind of a reversal of most books; usually, you
write a book and then you go
searching for a publisher, but
here was a publisher seeking
me out, asking me to write the
book, saying she would publish
it sight unseen.
SS: What about your own
private spirituality?
RC:.. .my spirituality is grounded in the earth, conscious of
being interconnected with
everything on the planet... I
would like to walk as lightly
upon The earth as possible, not
to use it up, not to abuse it, but
to feel that I am very much a
part of the cycles... my
spirituality does not follow a
particular school of spirituality.
I'm taking a little bit form
everyone interested in the

spiritual, everything that seems
to be very gentle and earth
centered, wherever it comes
from.
SS; So what are you going to
do with all your money that
you're making on the book
now.
RC: I have no money. As a matter of fact, I'm over my credit
limit on my MasterCard now!
SS; At least you have a
MasterCard! How did your interviews ao? ,
RC: Whenever we were
allowed to introduce ourselves
and then the topic, we received a sympathetic reaction
from the audience. Whereas,
on "Donahue", he introduced
the topic first, not that this was
a book, but a topic, "Lesbian
Nuns".
When we went on the air, the
first thing he said to me, from
the audience, was "This subject shouldn't be on television,
should it?" then he looked
around in the studio for people
who would agree with him. We
weren't even on camera. We
were sitting up there, looking

" . . . What I
have learned from
television is
the terrifying reality
that audiences
can be
manipulated so
easily..."

DAVID LeTOURNEAU
Photographer
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like some kind of robot incarnation. We didn't get to talk
much, except in response to
the audience's negative
response to the topic. In terms
of television, that meant it was
a much better show, because
what television likes is blood
and guts... what I have
learned from television is the
terrifying reality that audiences
can be manipulated so easily,
depending on how you approach any topic. You can
either cause an audience to
hate you, or to love you,
depending on how the subject
is presented.
SS: There was a gentleman on
the "Donahue" Show, when
you were saying that you
were walking against the
wind, and he said, "Don't you
walk against the wind to walk
against the wind?" Do you
often put yourself against the
norms just to be "walking
against the wind"?
RC: I don't think so. That's just
the way I stand on particular
issues. Q

GLASS SOUND SCAPE J
by Jay Werba and Phil Pyster
back and film more. And sometimes I wrote music for
parts and then he decided there was no place to put
it. In fact, the piece called "Facades" referred to this
whole scene about the facades of buildings on Wall
Street on the weekends, when they are just front of
great empty buildings. And then it turned out that
there was no place in the movie for that piece, and I
was left with a piece of music which I called "Facads"
and put on the record.
JW: Well, guess what... I heard that on the radio today.
PG: You did?
JW: It was a very melodic, very peaceful music and then
the announcer came on and said that it was Philip Glass,
he 's going to be at the Enzian Theatre tonight.
PG: It's too bad it's such a small place. It really seems
that the sponsors are glad they brought us here and
it's important but since we came here it would be nice
to play for more people since there are more who
want to hear it.
JW: Well, just about three weeks ago, we were stomping
around in New York, in Soho, Greenwich Village, your old
stomping grounds. I was born and raised in Orlando and
the atmosphere is so alternative there I understand you
spend a lot of time playing in Soho.
PG: Yeah, I did in the old days.
JW: What kind of effect does that type of atmosphere
have on your creative process?
PG: In terms of what you actually hear? In terms of
music?
JW: Yes, and your way of life.
PG: Well, the way of life. I'm not from New York, either.
I'm from Baltimore. I went to New york when I was in my
twenties. But it's a very stimulating place. I can hear
music or theatre every single night there's something.
In fact, I really have to not go out. Just when I was up
there recently, I went to see three Beckett plays in one
night and a performance artist another night. I went to
a dance performance another night and a rock band
another night. This is all in about a ten-day period. And
even if I don't go out, the stimulation works for me and
the music sounds very individual, doesn't it? In fact,
people mention that to me. When I'm in Europe, people recognize it right away as American music, and
then when I'm in America, people recognize it as New
York music and in New York, people even know what
neighborhood I'm from.
JW: That's wild.
PG: When I was a young man, there was no question in
my mind that I would go to New York. It would be
where I could measure myself in the best way. I think
that's why most artists choose New York. What's the
point of becoming a successful Baltimore composer
when in the end, you'll have to go to New York
anyway?
And in a funny way, if you become a successful
Baltimore composer (I say Baltimore because I'm from
there) you lose credibility. People say, what's he doing
in Baltimore? Now that's not completely true anymore.
We're more bi-coastal now. People live and work in
Los Angeles and San Francisco. The country in general
is changing. You can now be a credible artist and not
live in New York. Years ago, that didn't seem to be as
true. Even so, you do want to end up going to New
York at some point. I ended up living there and I must
say that it is a difficult place to live. Everyone knows all
the negative things about New York; we don't have to

Just five years ago, Philip Glass was still called "an
underground secret in New York's Soho." Despite the
brief acclaim that Glass's score for Einstein on the
Beach had won him in 1976, relatively few people outside the world of avant-garde music knew who he was.
His work, based on the repetitive cycles of Eastern
music, full of short, endlessly noodling motifs, rising
and falling arpeggios, and voices bounding in long
strings of solfege syllables, was performed by the
Glass ensemble in out-of-the-way lofts in Soho or even
rock clubs. His fans were mostly groupies from the farout fringes of progressive music—the amorphous area
where rock intersected with the experimental music of
classically trained musicians like Glass, David
Behrman, Robert Ashley, and Steve Reich.
Contrast that "underground" scene with the recent
opening of Glass's new opera The Photographer: Far
From The Truth at Brooklyn Academy of Music. The
Glass groupies are still there—a second generation of
young, intense, counterculture fans. Also present,
however, are the glitterati—the directors and famous
photographers, the Broadway stars, the trendy art
crowd, the punk contingent with pink-and-green
streaked hair, and the more soberly dressed crowd of
New York fashion. Glass, 46, has made his leap from
far-out to tar-in. He is, in a word, chic. ANNALYN SWAN
JAY WERBA First of all, I enjoy music and lots of musical
forms, but I probably am going to get lost if we get too
far in depth so don't be surprised if my questions don't
center around technical things.
PHILIP GLASS: All right, fine.
JW: I first recognized you when I saw the movie "Koyannisquatsi" and I saw that movie four or five times.
PG: Oh, you did! You'll hear some of that music tonight.
Are you coming?
JW: Oh, yes, we'll both be there. How do you go about
writing music for a film like that?
PG: That film was a very special film. You see, it's not
really made by a film-maker. He didn't make it under
Hollywood conditions. Godfrey spent seven years
making that movie. Or, you might say, he made three
movies over the period of seven years and discarded
the first two. He was a person who was interested in
making a film because he wanted to say something
important, but he wasn't a filmmaker. The time that I
met him was three years before the film was finished.
He showed me about twenty or thirty minutes of it.
When he had asked me, I said I wasn't interested in
working in film but I thought the piece was beautiful
and at that time, it wasn't even assembled, it was just
pretty much raw footage.
And the way we worked on it was that he organized
it into subject matter, like "Clouds" for example,
another was called "Resources", where you see the
plow digging up stuff. The one he called "Vessels"
showed planes and cars, vessels being things that you
ride in. The film was divided into categories of images
and I would write music for images as they were cut.
For example, "Clouds" required 11 minutes of music
so I wrote 11 minutes of music and then he cut the image and found he only wanted 8 minutes of music so I
had to go back and cut out 3 minutes of music. So it
was a real back and forth thing. Sometimes he didn't
have enough images for the music, so he had to go
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talk about them.
I think the kind of amplified music that I do comes
from living there. Though, in point of fact, I write most
of my music up in Canada. I live there much of the
time and it's very quiet, though the music sounds like
its coming from the arteries of New York.
PHIL PYSTER: This is a question that might interest young
composers. How did you go from SoHo, performing in
lofts to where you are today, having your work performed at the Metropolitan and all over the world?
PG: It really wasn't quite like that. I started out with the
ensemble when I came back from Europe. I was
twenty-eight and the reason I started the ensemble
was that no one would play my music. That was the
whole story. And the first eight years there could be as
little as 10 people in the audience or there could be
300. Last night we played in Miami for 2000. That's the
norm for a city like that. In L.A. we'll play for 3000, in
New York, 3000.

But up until 1976, there were very small audiences.
The ensemble came about though because I couldn't
get anyone else to do it and then I got involved in the
whole process of writing, rehearsing, performing.
There's a rhythm to it. You write a piece, you rehearse
it with the group, you go out and play it, you go on tour
and then come back and write another piece. It got to
be a work cycle.
Now I'm doing it a bit differently. Now I'm writing
these big, beautiful pieces and scoring it for the
ensemble. A lot of this music was written for orchestras,
but with synthesizers, I can perform a symphonicsounding piece with an ensemble. It sounds very convincing. We've learned, as listeners, to accept the
sound of the synthesizer. Seven or eight years ago, it
wasn't considered normal but now when someone sits
down at the keyboard and you hear brass chords, you
don't go, what was that?
Well, you asked how I moved from SoHo. That's

PP: How did the collaboration with Robert Wilson for "Einstein . . . " come about?
PG: We knew each other. I knew his work as a theatre
artist is New York. It began in 1974. We had both finished pieces on our own and were together and said,
why don't we do a piece together? And we got
together; we spent about a year talking about it. We
met every Thursday for lunch when we were both in
town. We did it very slowly; we got to know each other
very slowly. And then we spent a year working on it
and then a year performing it.
JW: You mentioned Paul Simon, which leads me to ask
about your next project. You said earlier you had four individuals in mind to work with - Paul Simon, Laurie Anderson, David Byrne. Do you have an interest in writing
yourself?
PG: I can't write lyrics. I don't write words at all. And
also, I thought maybe I can learn something from
these guys, (laughs)
JW: Then you can start writing words.
PG: I don't want to start writing words. See, I don't think
that poets are the best people for songwriters to work
with. I used to set a lot of music to poetry. But I think
that musicians who can write lyrics have a feel for it,
for the rhythms.
JW: So will you have them sing on the work?
PG: I don't think there will be singing. There are too
many conflicting record contracts. But I want to use
voices.
JW: Who were some of the keyboard, the synthesizer
pioneers?
PG: Well, absolutely the best synthesizer player I know
is Michael Reeseman who plays for me. He has a different touch and he knows how to program it. I've
seen people come over and watch Michael record, I
know Paul (Simon) came over once and he couldn't
believe it. He's fabulous at recording. The touch is the
whole thing. And Michael also has a Steinway, you
know, that he also plays. The early synthesizers, the
ones that could only play four or five sounds at once,
were difficult. Programming it is very important and
Michael really understands the synthesizer. He's the
best player I know.
JW: When did you make the jump to synthesizer?
PG: We were always looking at them, but they weren't
real popular. The first one really worked for us. Now we
have nine synthesizers on stage of different brands.
PP: You've written music in many different mediums stage, movies, performance - are there always certain
goals that you try to achieve no matter what the
medium?
PG: Well, I think they're all very different. I think that at
this point, I'm most interested in music theory. And that
has changed a lot the way I write music. For example,
I'm working on a piece right now with Doris Lessing,
setting some of her writing to music. Working with subject matter, composing for subject matter, is very different with abstract concepts. And the last several
years, I have done a lot of working from subject matter
to music. I'm doing a dance piece with Twyla Tharp.
But just writing a concert piece, I haven't written a concert piece in years.
PP: You just mentioned Doris Lessing. What work of hers
are you composing for?
PG: It's based on a recent novel of hers called "The
Making of the Representative from Planet Eight". It's
not a portrait opera, like "Einstein" was and its not a
depiction of her novel, but its something.
I'm going to go and have dinner with my son. Q

where all my friends lived — they are all artists, more
artists than musicians. Artists are always the first to get
into new things. Musicians are always much more
cautious. My god, it takes fifty years for anything new
to happen in music. In ten years, there can be three
art movements. So they're always looking for
something new and the expectation of change is
greater for the artist. So that's where I live and played
with the ensemble.
JW: When did those days end when you were working as
a taxi driver?
PG: I was still working... I was not self-supporting until I
was 41. I remember, because on my 41st birthday, I
was driving a cab and I said I can't believe I'm still doing this. But I was. On the other hand, I chose to do
that. You have to remember, I could've taught school,
but I never wanted to teach school. I thought that if I
did that, I would never get into the musical world I
wanted to be a part of and so I took these transient
jobs. Another thing that is very common in New York is
this. New York is full of waiters and cab drivers and
babysitters and carpenters who are really painters
and playwrights and poets. The expectation in America is that you are going to have to work for a long
time before you can live on your art. That's the expectation. We don't support our artists publicly in this
country. The general American attitude is, well, who
asked you? You want to be a painter, who asked you
to be a painter? But if you stick it out long enough, or
you're lucky enough, smart enough, or whatever,
then... it's not unusual to spend 10 or 15 years working. It's a very common story. More common than
otherwise. Now the thing about success and I'll just say
one more thing about that. I started the band in '68
and in '69,1 was discovered and I was playing my own
music before audiences that liked the music. They
weren't big audiences but they were people that like
the music. I thought I was successful then. I only found
out later that I wasn't. Because what else could you
have asked for? I had my own group, I was playing my
own music, and I had people who liked it.
Now I was perceived as being successful much
later. It didn't bother me that much. That's the way
things were. I wasn't very bitter about it either. Bui
that's what other people were doing. You have to
remember that my fellow actors and sculptors and
writers were doing the same thing. It wasn't like I was
the only guy who had to drive a cab. The cab company I worked for was full of painters. I spent hours
waiting for a call to come in, talking with the guys. The
perceived success came much later and that came in
a series. It wasn't a matter of being discovered once, it
was being discovered a number of times. I was discovered in '76 with "Einstein On the Beach", then in '79
with "S", then I was discovered with "Koyannisquatsi"
in '82. You don't just get discovered once, you get
discovered over and over again. And what happens is
that after ten or fifteen years, you're just there. I don't
think that's such a bad thing either. If you had talked
with me about my work when I was in my twenties,
man, I don't know what I would have said. I think it's
much harder for people who make it when they're
young. You see it much more in the popular art forms.
It definitely destroys people sometimes. I've talked to
people who've been through that, like Paul Simon. You
know, he went through that when he was a kid. And
he'll tell you, it was real tough to figure out what was
going down. By the time my career really took off, I
was in my forties. And if I heard that someone didnt't
like my work, some critic, I mean, who cared? What
did I care? I'd already outlasted them.
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UNDERSTANDING:
A LIFELONG QUEST
by David Tehrani

h

Growing up in the sixties was no easy task, not for
anyone — nof even for Tom Cook. Born and raised Vn
Columbia, South Carolina, Cook found that the little
world he lived in to be self-contradictory, and
incompatible. In the system he lived in, there was no
such thing as rationality. One such inherent contradiction that Cook faced concerned racism. In his small
community, a black person was permitted to help
raise children, cook food, live virtually as part of the
family, but was not allowed to walk in the frontdoor or
ride in the front seat of a car. It didn't take him too
much in the way of logical reflection to see that there
was something very "bizzare" about the world he lived in. Cook had to get out. So, at age eighteen, he left
his little world in search of truth and rationality. Cook
went to John Hopkins and majored in humanities. It
was at Johns Hopkins that he made his decision to
study philosophy primarily for one reason: he needed
some answers. After graduating from Johns Hopkins,
Cook went to Vanderbilt where he received a Ph.D. in
philosophy. After teaching in the United States and
Germany, Cook joined the staff in the Philosophy and
Religion Department at Rollins in 1982.
Tom Cook is truly a fascinating person to speak
to. The best part of doing this interview with Cook, was
the actual interview itself. I found he asked me as
many questions as I asked him, and every single
answer he gave me was well thought out. Nevertheless, you probably won't believe me unless you
read the interview...
DAVID TEHRANI: For many introductory courses in
philosophy, a typical question asked on the final is 'Explain the Universe'. What is the purpose of this question?
TOM COOK: My guess would be that the purpose of asking it would be to encourage the students to realize how
little we are able to answer that question, and thereby
remind the students just how awesome, inexplicable,
and mysterious the whole of reality is. Now, I think it turns
out 'the parts' are just as awesome as 'the whole' is, but I
guess it's something more dramatic about asking 'the
whole' universe.
D.T.; if you had to answer this particular question,
where would you begin?
T.C.: By questioning the question. By saying that explanations are almost always explanations of one thing in
terms of another. But this question rules out that way of
answering it because this question requires an explanation of 'the whole', and everything is part of the universe,
3 there's nothing else outside of it in terms of which to
explain it. It's not a normal sort of explanation, so it must
be an unsual sort of explanation.
or.: Wouldn't you be eliminating yourself in terms of
answering the question by the way you have prospered?
J-C: Reverting back now to the role as teacher, I think I
>uld be real happy if a student in my philosophy class
started that way. Now, I might want them to do more
£an that and to say, "Well, there's something fishy about
™s question but if I have to assume that there is some
meaningful notion of explanation that I can be using
ullor , E x P | a i n the Universe' then I will offer some of the
jadition answers which have been offered for this ques"on and show what is wrong with each of them..."

D.T.: You sound so bored when you say m^,.
T.C.: Well, there was something very standard sounding
about that. That's what a good, solid standard
philosophical answer ought to look like. But at least, thus
far it's not original, creative or fascinating enough to
keep the professor up and awake at 1:30 a.m. when
he's grading papers.
D.T.: What kind of original and creative answer would
you like to see?
T.C.: I would much rather pick up an exam paper late at
night and read something like the student telling me a
short story about his grandmother who was picked up by
little green people who purported to know the secret of
the universe - just to make it more interesting.
D.T.: What does philosophy mean to you?
T.C.: Philosophy means asking questions about the things
that seem most obvious - the things that seem least in
need of having questions asked about them. And
almost always what philosophy reveals once you do
that things that seem perfectly clear are really quite
deep and quite complicated and if one likes mysteries,
quite wonderful.
D.T.: How is religion tied in with philosophy?
T.C.: Philosophy of religion is the effort to gain some kind
of rational understanding of some phenomenon, and
philosophy of religion is the effort to gain a rationale
consistant conceptually clear understanding of the
phenomenon of religion as a psychological event in a
person's life, as a social phenomenon in a culture, as a
set of beliefs and doctrines. So there's that on a
theoretical side.
D.T.: How do you personally feel about philosophy of
religion?
T.C.: I was raised in a quite conservative, quite narrowminded religion, and when in some point during
adolescence it became pretty clear to me that that
kind of narrow-mindedness, that kind of hyposcrisy and
bigotry was unacceptable. All of the important 'life'
questions which religion had offered to answer were
suddenly without answers. I suppose I was fortunate in
that somehow philosophy was there and available as a
way of pursuing my search for all those questions which
religion had previously provided the answers for them.
Don't get me wrong, I don't want to equate religion to
the very unfortunate religion in which I happened to
grow up with.
D. L: Tell me that story again, when you were a student
in John Hopkins, about how one went about to get
research money.
TC: That's just a story to demonstrate that politics and
money talk in the realms of research and science
academia just as they do anywhere else. I just
remember seeing a poster for a workshop seminar one
night which read 'How to make your research appear
cancer-related.' The point being that the federal
government at the time was giving out lots of research
and if you wanted to get research money you would
have to make your research appear cancer-related.
D.T.: I remember one time in class you told us that you
threw your television out. This seems quite odd for at
least 99% of the households in America have one or
more TV sets.
T.C.: It seems to me on the whole, commercial TV is the
single most pernicious influence upon the minds of
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America today. When you consider, for example, that
American children/young people before the age of
twenty will have watched between 8 0 0 , 0 0 0 and one
million commercials; will have spent on the average 3 0
hours a week before a television and approximately
that long in school, where the makers of television programs and commercials have unlimited funds to spend
seems to me anything one can do to protect oneself
against the mind-numbing, character-destroying influences of the television, is something one ought to do
for oneself by way of self-protection.

T.C.: That's a very appropriate question, but you're asking at a time when there isn't any well-defined field of
philosophy. There are three or four schools of philosophy,
each pursuing it's own program of understanding. But I
doubt that those three or four different schools of
philosophy could agree on some one thing that they are
all trying to accomplish.
D.T.: You told me once that computers scare you.
Why?
T.C.: I did? For two reasons at least. I just happened to be
in college right before the boom in computer education. For example, I bet that the class of 1972, which was
my class, in graduating from college, was the last class
most of whose science majors used slide-rules rather
than calculators. In 73 and 74 I bet calculators were
the norm, I took science courses and used a slide-rule
and just a pocket calculator seemed a little intimidating. Furthermore, I never had a course in computer programming operations because almost none
were offered at the time. I think there's something to
someone who's not familiar with the computer. The
machine seems terribly arbitrary that the precise
number of spaces that need to be entered the period
instead of the comma, or the comma instead of the
period. This all seems arbitary to me and things that are
arbitrary, which I equate with illogical, scare me. It's like
children... you can't reason with them.
D.T.: From a philosophical point of view, how would
you describe your life thus far?
T.C.: I suppose I should claim that I am making
philosophical progress since I'm certainly becoming
more and more aware of the fact that I don't know
anything whatsoever which is supposed to be one of the
things one learns in philosophy. And maybe it's true that
things become increasingly interesting precisely
because they become decreasingly well understood,
so maybe that's progress too. But philosophically I'm just
wandering around. I suppose I'm an aspiring shepherd.
D.T.: What's in the future for us?
T.C.: Us?

D.T.: Society, the world.
T.C.: Does this seem like an appropriate question for
philisophy people?
D.T.: You're supposed to tell us!
T.C.: Why???

D. L: Are we going to make it? Are we going to be here
for 2085?
T.C.: Of course that's a serious question. I guess that if
asked for an honest assessment I guess I think it's not
likely that we'll make it until then, and I don't it's certain
that we won't by any means, but I guess I would say that
there is less than a 5 0 % chance of our survival.
D.T.: What's the greater than 50% chance indicating
that we won't make it?
T.C.: Just the likelihood, the kind of irrationality that infects
politics on a world-wide scale leading to mutual
destruction.
D.T.: Do you think it will be world-wide?
T.C.: Probably, there may be places in which people survive - Orlando, Florida won't be one of them. But I may
not be irrationality, our being overcome by bellocose
passions, or something. It may be a mistake like the
Korean airliner - just a series of little mistakes that sort of
mount up and all the fail-safe systems aren't enough to
save us.
D.T.: Is there anything we can do about it?
T.C.: Not that. I suppose only a radical change in fundamental attitudes about nationalism, about us verses
them, about what's really important and what's not,
about consumerism. I guess it would take a fundamental
revolution of the human spirit, a revolution which we will
have no reason to expect to save us... Q

(This is not Tom C o o k )
D.T.: How do you think television affects us?
T.C.: Think about the way in which every commercial
subtly gets across the message that all problems are
solvable and that all problems are solvable by means of
some item or service which can be purchased. That's a
very powerful message to feed our children a million
times before they're twenty-years-old. In addition, I think
it's in great part responsible for the direction in which we
see our culture going which is a direction of increased
consumerism, increased belief that acquisition of more
and more 'stuff' will fulfill us as human beings.
D.T.: Is it for these reasons that you don't have a television, or is it for a more personal reason?
T.C.: It's mostly self-protection. It's an insidious machine.
It's very interesting, for example, when I do go to a
friend's house and there's a TV on, I tend to watch it.
Probably because I'm not used to watching a TV, I
become so overwhelmed with the tremendous amount
of movement, color, music, and dialogue, that I won't
talk to other people. I suspect that if I had a TV, I'd watch
it, and I know I have better things to do than watch TV.
D.T.: In today's world, what is the field of philosophy
trying to accomplish?
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olin library is an imposing pink symbol of
Rollins as the New Harvard of the South...
under thaddeus Seymour's leadership,
Rollins is attempting to upgrade its
academics and get away from the image
of the playgirl and playboy college
of the south...
students sometimes react oddly to this...
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by Roy E.H. Starling
ROY STARLING: What are the
characteristics of a good
punk group?
JENNIFER ZIMMERMAN: We
have to start defining some
terms here, since a lot of people don't really know what
punk is; first of all, I don't really
consider myself a "punk."
That's a term that was used in
the late seventies by people
who didn't want to listen to boring old rock'n'roll anymore
and they wanted to be different, and were trying to be
different by starting bands that
didn't fit in with, with... what
was some of the music of the
late seventies?
RS: Hmm.
JZ: Steely Dan.
RS: Yeah, that was a weak
time musically, now that I
think of it. Dan Fogelberg.
JZ: Boston, Led Zeppelin.
RS: Kansas.
JZ: The punks wanted to start
something new and they went
about it in a real harsh way, I
Quess now what it is that I'm into is,... punk has progressed.
There were two kinds of people
who were into punk. There
were those who would go out
on the weekends and, spray
ove in their hair so when they
came back Monday morning,
Mommy wouldn't know what
^ey had been doing - out
wstening to punk music - so
m
ey could resume their normal lifestyles. But then there
were those that were really into
making a statement about the

way they dressed and the way
they cut their hair. They were
the types who shaved their
heads and there was no going
back. Do you know what I'm
saying?
RS: Absolutely.
JZ: When you dye your hair, it's
for real. So I guess the punks
encompass the two groups. In
the eighties there was a split
when we had the emergence
of the Hard-Core scene in
California. Then the weekend
hair-dyeing people went into
New Wave.
RS: That would be the
equivalent of a rhinestone or
drugstore cowboy, I guess.
JZ: Yeah, you know the preppy
types who like to go out on the
weekends and be punk and
dress up "weird."
RS: But they can go back.
JZ: But then they can go back
to what mom and dad want
them to be on Monday morning. That's basically what I think
New Wave is. So, getting back
to New Wave music, it's not
hard and really isn't making a
statement, it's just trying to be
different. In a sense, it's the
same as Warner Brothers or
something they're just controlled like all the other bands.
RS: So New Wave followers
are temporary, they can be
weekend punks, but Hardcore punks are there for
good. They can't go back.
JZ: Yeah, this is very hard to explain. Hard-Core is just more of
a projecting of emotions, I
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guess you could say. New
Wave is to me kind of emotionless, because... it's just trying to be different without
making a statement, whereas
our music makes a statement
that puts forth an emotion. A lot
of people, when they listen to
Hard-Core say "This is just a
bunch of noise. It's hard and it's
fast and it's just too much for
me to handle." Or theythink...
I don't know where even to
begin.

RS: Hard-Core
punk's
lyrics... do they reject the
"system?"
JZ: Not always. Because there
are different kinds of Hardcore bands. Take the Hardcore band named MDC, for instance (Millions of Dead
Cops); they're anti-large corporations. They feel that a lot of
our military interests in El
Salvador... that a lot of the
reasons we're supporting
"fascist" type governments is
because of our big MultiDeath Corporations - another
reason for MDC. They're labeled in the Hard-Core scene
as "peace punks," they're
whiny vegetarians, kind of like
hippies.
I guess you could define
Hard-Core music as proawareness, anti-stereotype,
anti-sexism, anti-racism. That's
basically what it is. But I think
you can see that New Wave is
just promoting those types of
styles, even in the way they
dress, with girls in mini-skirts,
and it's just kind of promoting
sexual roles which we feel in
Hard-Core are kind of screwed
up. Do you see what I'm saying? Girls are supposed to be
passive, Hard-Core is antisexism and that's why a lot of
times the girls on the HardCore scene dress masculine or
dress overly feminine - they're
trying to just break down
stereotypical gender roles.

RS: Even by over doing it?
JZ: Yes, by over doing it,
sometimes. It's anti-gender
role. It's trying to get past,
what's the point? I really don't
understand why girls are supposed to do this and boys are
supposed to do that. There is a
lot of deep meaning in HardCore that people don't understand. They just see these,
quote, weird people running
around with shaved heads
and boots, and, oh, they look
scary so let's put them far, far
apart by classifying them as
murderers and rapists and
drug addicts - which is
another thing I'd like to talk
about. Drugs!
RS: Well, punks all take drugs,
right?
JZ: Oh yeah, I just finished
shooting some heroin before I
came, but... (laughter).
RS: Is there a punk/drug connection?
JZ: Well, first of all, in any group
of people, there are going to
be those who do drugs. But I
would say on the average on
the Hard-Core scene, there
are a lot fewer. Sure, there are
a lot of young kids who are into
it, who are experimenting with
drugs, but one movement on
the Hard-Core scene - there
was a band called Minor
Threat which started something called Straight Edge
which was a pro-positive, proawareness movement which
was anti-drugs, anti-alcohol,
anti-smoking, anti-sex. It felt
that all of these are used in our
society as crutches to avoid
reality- which they are. You
can use sex as a crutch or you
can use alcohol as a crutch to
avoid facing what's really
there. So that's what that
movement was about and it's
still going on now, and a lot of
bands have followed the
Straight Edge movement.
Minor Threat is a very good
example of a Hard-Core band.
They became very, very
popular, so popular that some
commercial record companies wanted to sign them.
But as soon as they became
really popular, they broke up,
because they had done what
they had wanted to do. They
made their statement, they increased people's awareness.
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They weren't saying that
"You're bad if you do drugs."
No. They were saying, "Okay.
It's okay to have a choice. It's
your mind, use it. If you choose
not to smoke, drink, or whatever, then that's your choice.
But if you choose to, then that's
still your choice." But the point
is, that you shouldn't give in to
peer pressure, and you have a
mind of your own.
RS: Some people avoid drugs
— including
alcohol —
because they say their body
is a Temple of God. Do punks
decorate the Temple of God,
that is, use their body as a
work of art, or could they be
accused of mutilating the
Temple?
JZ: I would say that they use
their body as a work of art,
because through our dress
and our actions, we project
emotions, and I feel that's the
same thing that art does. Art is
a projection of the artist's emtions. So by dressing the way
we do, we are projecting a lot
of things. Number one, I guess
people think we look pretty
scary, some may say offensive.
But then again, a lot of us find
the stereotypical gender roles
and racism and sexism that
goes on in our society very offensive, too.

RS: You try to overcome limits
and classification, but once
you've made the punk statement, you're obviously classified as a punk.
JZ: Well, it's really strange,
because a lot of people yell at
me out car windows, "Oh, Cindy Lauper" or "Oh, Boy
George!" or something. I really
don't think I look anything like
Boy George! Personally, I hate
those bands. And it's not what
I'm all about, but at the same
time I can understand their doing this because they're trying
to relate to me, because I look
so foreign, to something
familiar to them.
RS: Exactly. They need to put
some sort of label on you that
they're comfortable with.
JZ: I guess it's one of their ways
of trying to understand me.

RS: Before we get away from
music, do you know of any
singers who have started out
with some integrity and have
been pushed into becoming
overly commerical?
JZ; Yes. Maybe not pushed into,
in this case, but someone I
think of is Billy Idol. He started
out in the late seventies in a
band called Generation X
which over in England was
considered to be a "punk"
band at the time. They were
very underground
and
became pretty popular, but
then as Billy Idol got away from
the band he kind of, I guess
you could say, sold out. And
now he is a little teeny bopper
idol. It's interesting, because
he does have a song where he
talks about not selling out. So
it's funny to look at him now
and to listen to his Generation
X song and say, "Okay, Billy,
what happened?"
RS: Hard-Core is, of course, a
rejection of our conventional
way of looking at things.
JZ:Yes.

AS; But then, in turn, doesn't it
create another set of conventions, because
aren't
'here certain things a Hardyore person wouldn't wear
mt
because it goes against
m
e conventions of HardCore?
JZ:No.

RS: So you could wear, in fact,
an Izod shirt if you wanted to.
JZ: Yes, if I wanted to. The whole
thing about this is that you can
do whatever you want. I see
people, that I call Hard-Core,
at shows who haven't ever cut
their hair, or they may dress
preppy or however the hell
they want to, but the point is,
it's an attitude, not a way of
dress. That is the first thing you
have to get through your mind.
Of course, there are HardCore, who project the image
of Hard-Core, but that's
because that's what they feel
comfortable with, because
they want to project their emotions, and they want to project
Hard-Core.
But I have friends, say, back
in Alburquerque, this girl who
has long hair, long beautiful
hair, and she's just as HardCore if not more, even though
she is rejecting conforming to
Hard-Core. You see what. I'm
saying?
RS: Yes. Just as an angry poet
will write an angry poem, an
angry Hard-Core person will
project an angry, maybe a
violent image.
JZ: Basically, Hard-Core is antiignorance, ignorance of
what's really going on in life. If
I'm angry about sexist attitudes, and I want to project
that I'm not falling into the sexual role that has been formed
for me, then I dress like this:
combat boots, leather jacket,
or whatever.
Everyone is different. People
say all punks look alike. Well,
all people look alike until you
actually find out what they're
really about.
RS: How would you contrast
the Hard-Core
movement
with the hippie movement of
the sixties? Are you making
similar statements in different
ways?
JZ: I think it is... In one way you
could say that it's identical to
the hippie movement in that it
is pro-awareness, anti-sexism,
anti-racism, pro-Civil Rights. In
those ways it is quite a bit
similar. But I feel that the way
we're going about it is just a bit
different. WE are like the sixties
in that we are choosing an unconventional mode of dress
and our music, I guess you
could say, is anti-society.
RS: More outrageous than sixties music?
JZ: Well, it's a matter of opinion.
It depends on your time
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period, on where you're looking from. To an older person
around in the sixties, that music
was just as outrageous as my
music may seem to you. So I
don't think that it's actually
more outrageous.
Since a lot of the Hard-Core
scene is anti-drug and alcohol,
I think that changes it a bit
(from the sixties). It's more proindividuality, whereas the
whole drug thing in the sixties
was a way of bringing those
people together. Do you see
what I mean?
RS: I'm afraid so.
JZ: Yeah! (laughter) You don't
want to accept that!
RS: I would like not to accept
That.
JZ: Drugs are a way of killing individuality, in a way, because
when you use drugs, you are
using them as a crutch against
facing the real world, and in
that way I think the sixties
movement was bit too
idealistic. I feel that we're looking at it from a more realistic
point of view, that, well, hey,
these are the problems, and
not just, "Wow, man, wouldn't it
be great if we could change
them," but "Hey, we're going to
change them," and we're doing it.
RS: So Hard-Core is more active.
JZ.- Yes, and less idealistic. We
don't sit around and get
stoned and bitch about what
we're going to do; we go out
and do it.
RS: Well, some sixties people
got their heads clubbed from
time to time from "going out
and doing it."
JZ: There's another similarity police brutality.
RS: Because the Hard-Core
movement is more realistic
than the hippies, do you think
you'll be less likely to retreat
back into society, to go
through a "big chill," to, I
guess "sell out" is the term we
used.
JZ: Giving up our ideals and
conforming to society?
RS: I mean you've been at this
for... how long? Five years
now?
JZ: Yes, five.
RS: And apparently you have
no time set to ease back into
your conventional clothes...
and ideas.
JL Well, if I did, it really wouldn't
matter, because my attitudes,
because of the Hard-Core
movement, are so changed

and my eyes are so open now
because of it. IVe learned so
much. At this point, the way I
dress really doesn't matter
anymore because I've internalized the ideals and I've
opened my eyes and really
become aware.
But what I feel will probably
happen, as it happened in the
sixties, is that as a movement
grows and as there are more
punks that are becoming
more visible in society, this will
slowly, as it did in the sixties,
become more acceptable.
You'll have businessmen growing their hair, cutting their hair,
shaving their heads, spiking
their hair RS: I can't wait!
RS: Yeah, rednecks grew long
hair in the late sixties...
JZ: Exactly. Well, now you have
rednecks cutting their hair to
get "those punk women."
(laughter)
RS: And some preppy women
are shaving. I don't know if
you've noticed, they do a
small bit of shaving just about
the ears.
JZ: A small bit, yes.
RS: Yes, JUST a sman...
JZ: Enough so you can cover it
up when you go home for
Christmas to see mommy.
RS: Well, yours is definitely not
temporary. I don't know if you
realize how much nerve it
takes for most of us to even
change the part in our hair,
something that we can go
home and fix as soon as
we're laughed at.
JZ: That's something I'll never
understand. I dress and I cut
my hair just how I feel at the
moment. If I happen to feel like
I want a skinhead tomorrow, I'll
do it. I do what I want to do
and that's because I'm confident about myself and about
the way I want to look.
RS: Just respond to this statement: Someone famous said
that society or the system as
we know it is like a novel that
we are all writing and that
those of us who are uncomfortable with the system and
who want to step out of it, can
do little more than fall off the
edge of a book. That is,
there's nothing for us to step
onto once we step out of the
system. Does Hard-Core reject the system so much that it
then has nothing as a foundation to stand on, or can you,
as your shirt suggested the
other day, "stand alone"?

JZ: I think we do both. You
stand outside of the system
long enough t o . . .
RS: To continue the metaphor,
there's enough of a ledge
outside the book (or system)
that there's room for footing.
JZ-. I guess you could say that
when you step out of the
system and get into HardCore, your ultimate goal is to
increase your awareness of
what reality is, and what our
society really is, in order to
questions that, if only for a
moment... step out. And once
you've stepped out and you
realize what's wrong, the only
important thing is not that you
stay out on the ledge, but that
you realize what's back in
there, whether you go back in
or not.
RS: And then when you go
back in, you've
had a
chance perhaps, to decide
what you would like to make
out of the system, if you can
get any closer to the idea for
a system that you have in
your mind.
JZ-. Right. The important thing is
that you step out long enough
so that you can look into the
system and say "This, this, and
this is what's wrong. This, this,
and this is what's right. I'm going to do what I can t o . . . "
RS: Make more things right?
JZ: Exactly.
RS: This is "Say-somethingnice-about-Rollins" time. For
instance, what brought you
here and what would keep
you here, should you stay?
JZ-. Okay, the very best thing
about Rollins is that it has caused me to learn more about
myself, because it's easy to go
to California and be accepted
as Hard-Core - the way I am because there are a lot of
them. But here it's harder, and
I've learned a lot about myself
and what I'm really about by
sticking with my values.
RS: So, Jennifer. I've been a little surprised by much of what
you've told me. How do so
many of us get our misconceptions about punks?
JZ: Most of it stems from ignorance, just plain ignorance, the
fear of anything that's different.
This is true especially of people
in the media. They hear about
punks, and they say, "Let's do
a show on punks, how bad
they are, we all know they're
bad people because they
look real scary and they
dance funny." So then they try
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to re-create what punks "are."
For example, there's a segment of CHiPS, where punks
were stealing guitars and
throwing them off roofs and
doing drugs and causing all of
this violence and going out
and beating people up on the
dance floor - which is another
thing many people are really
confused about is the way the
Hard-Core dances. We call it
"skanking" or "slamming."
It's just - you can't really call
it a dance - it's just an emotional expression that goes
along with the music. People
think that just because it's not
a controlled form of dancing
where guys dance with girls
and girts dance with guys that's another way it's antisexism. Anyone goes out and
just runs around and gets out
their frustrations. It's a way of
getting out energy, pent up
aggression that would otherwise be taken out in violence.
You have all these angry
young kids who live in suburbia
and they're supposed to excel,
to be good, with all the
pressure that is put on
American kids to be the best. I
thing there is a lot of suppressed aggression and anger
that comes with all of that, and
this is a form of getting it out.
RS: An escape valve.
JZ: But these big footballplayer types come out there
and start hitting people
because they think we're hitting people, and we aren't.
That's when the problems occur, that's when people get
hurt - through their ignorance.
But they don't usually show up,
so it usually works out real well.
RS: So it's sort of a violentlooking release of energy.
JS: The whole Hard-Core movement is just very powerful. The
music is fast, it's hard, it's loud,
it's powerful. We release a lot
of aggression and anger
about our society through our
music, which is good, because
we're not hurting other people.
And it's perfect for me,
because I have a lot of pent
up aggression being here at
Rollins (laughter).
RS: No, you can't pound your
roommate.
JZ: It's saved me from seriously
beating the hell out of some
people that I really would like
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PARADISE ALLEY:
COOL CLOTHING
FOR A COOL GENERATION
2 2 2 North Park Avenue 6 2 8 - 1 3 1 2

BRAVE
RECORD REVIEWS
by Margaret O'Sullivan

BRONSKI

The Age of Consent is Bronski Beat's first album on MCA
Records. "Small Town Boy"
and "Why" have been popular dance singles in clubs,
and both songs are on this
new album. The band also
covers two unlikely tunes George Gershwin's "It Ain't
Necessarily So" and Donna
Summer's "I Feel Love." "It
Ain't Necessarily So" is very
appealing, with the clarinet
solo of Arno Hect, a guest
musician. The latter song is
passable, but it doesn't do
justice to the original, although some would say the
The Smiths - Meat is Murder
original doesn't deserve
(Sire/Rough Trade)
justice.
"When you laugh about cluded on Meat is Murder,
Jimmy Sommerville, Larry
people who feel so very although it's not listed on Steinbachek, and Steve
lonely, their only desire is to the album cover. It's a Bronski make up Bronski
die, well I'm afraid it doesn't powerful song, with Mor- Beat. All three are gay, and
make me smile. That joke rissey's imploring words -"I their sexual preference is
isn't funny anymore; it's too am human, and I need to be apparant all through the
close to home and too near loved just like everybody album. The title Age of Conelse does."- set to music sent refers to the age of sexthe bone."
Another set of cheerfrul reminiscent of late 60's ual maturity, and on the relyrics from Morrissey and the psychedelia. Other songs on cord sleeve the band has
Smiths. Meat is Murder might the album deal with the thoughtfully listed the ages
not be the album to listen to brutality of schools ("The of consent in various counwhen you're depressed. Headmaster Ritual") and un- tries, as well as the phone
Lead singer Morrissey's caring parents ("Barbarism number of the National Gay
(that's his name, just Mor- Begins at Home").
Task Force. Later copies of
rissey) lyrics are about emoThe Most Morbid Song of the album don't have this intions, alienation and rejec- the Year Award has to go to formation because MCA
tion, sung in his usual mono- the title track. "Meat is thought it would be too oftone voice. But set behind Murder" is set to slow jazzy fensive. Hmmm. I guess we
the droning lyrics is general- music, but with lyrics like can't decide for ourselves.
ly upbeat music, featuring "Heifer whines could be
Some p e o p l e
liked
Johnny Marr's acoustic, human cries, closer comes
electric, and 12 string the screaming knife. This "Smalltown Boy" until they
gutters. Marr is excellent at beautiful creature must die, found out what it was about,
giving embellishments to a death for no reason, and that it was sung by a "gay
the songs without getting in- death with no reason is group." Well, you'd better
get used to bands like
to self-indulgent solos.
murder," the song makes Frankie Goes to Hollywood
"How Soon is Now" was you want to hit the salad line and Bronski Beat.
available on a maxi-single at Beans instead of fast
For those who have comlast year, and is also in- food.
plained in the past that I

Reviewed on this issue - The
Smiths, Bronski Beat, Husker
Du, True West, Kilkenny Cats,
Stumble, and The End.
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review music from the U.K.
too often, the rest of these
bands all hail from the U.S.A.
Punk may be dead, but
the hardcore scene in
California thrashes on. The
record company behind a
lot of the main bands out
west is SST. Included on their
roster are Black Flag, the
Minutemen, Saccharine
Trust, and Husker Du. With
their latest releases on SST,
New Day Rising, Husker Du
^
proves that contrary to
popular opinion, hardcore
does have its merits.
The guiter is loud, fast and
distorted, the bass and
drums booming, and the
singing equally loud. With
the music are lyrics of the
"angry young man" variety.
For instance, the song
"Celebrated Summer" reminds us that every year we
look forward to summer as
an escape, and then spend
it doing nothing - "Love and
Hate was in the air, like
pollen from a flower,
somewhere
in
April
time they add another
hour... Was that your
celebrated summer?" The
music alternates between
the usual loudness, and a
single acoustic guitar.
Other songs aren't as subtle "Terms of Psychic Warfare", "59 Times the Pain"
and "How to Skin a Cat". The
songs still show a sense of
humor, though. "Books
About U.F.O.'s" tells about a
girl who spends all of her
time watching for U.F.O.'s.
The singer says, "I'm going to
turn into a lens and focus all
my attention on finding a
n©w planet and naming it
right after her."
True West is another West
Coast Band. This Californiabased quintet has been
labelled psychedelic in the
Past, but according to
singer Gavin Blair, "That's a
damn lie!" While it's true that
True West does show the influence of the 60's, the band
concentrates on its own
sound, which is slightly reminiscent of R.E.M., the dB's
°r Aztec Camera.
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Drifters, on New Jersey;s
PVC label, is a good indication of True West's sound,
from the simple steel guitar
and harmonica of "Ain't No
Hangman" to the fast beat
and round chorus of "Look
Around." "Hold On" and
"What Could I Say" are also
standout songs.
In the Let's Sound Like
R.E.M. department...
The Kilkenny Cats hail from
Athens, Ga. as does R.E.M.,
and their latest single reflects that band's influence.
"Attractive Figure" backed
with "of Talk" is on another
independent label from
New Jersey, this time Coyote
Records. The songs are
typical Athens-type music,
with Chris Hill's jangling
guitars and Tom Cheek's
murky, mumbling, Morrisonesque vocals. The single's
cover is very striking, and the
eerie sillhoette of a voodoo
doll is very representative of
the music.
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A local band, Stumble,
also shows the imprint of
R.E.M. What's remarkable is
that the band members are
still in high school here in
Central Florida. They've
managed to put together
an eight song cassette full
of original material that
musicians much older and
more experienced couldn't
top. Songs such as "Hidden
Wheel" show promise, and in
a few years Stumble could
really be somewhere. One
drawback is the sound quality of the cassette. It was obviously put together inexpensively, and the sound is
murky.
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Another local band putting out their own music is
The End. "No, No, No"
backed with "I Know What
You Are" is on the band's
own Friendly Ghost Label.
The single is available in
most area record stores; I
even saw copies on sale in
Musicland in the Mall.
The End is a versatile
three-piece band, and
on stage they manage to
cover everything from the
Ventures and Elvis to the
Jam and the Sex Pistols. The
two originals here are typical of their writing style,
which shows the influence of
all the abovementioned
groups, as well as their own
style. Note the Rollins Boathouse on the cover!
Other local bands are in
the studio working on new
material, including Still
Obscure and the Rain
Underground. Q
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For the art of hair, makeovers, and nail design . . .
Use our ANNUAL EUROPEAN TRAINING
228 PARK AVE. NORTH, WINTER PARK

ROLLINS TO PLAY SPOILER;
SHOOT FOR 3 0 WINS

By: MICHAEL SLOTKIN
Despite a great start this
year, y o u t h a n d inexperience have finally caught
up with the Tars. As of April
19th, the Tars record stood
stood at 25-22, (5-9) in the
Sunshine State Conference.
Since post-season berths are
awarded only to the Sunshine State C o n f e r e n c e
champion and runner-up,
Rollins must now assume the
role of spoiler.
Expectations were running
high at midseason as the
young Tars opened the year
impressively. However, due
to inconsistency, the team
was never able to hit a hot
streak and string together 6
or 7 wins. Just when it appeared the club was ready
to start rolling, mistakes in
key ball games inhibited the
team's momentum.
* On April 9th and lOth,
Rollins swept two games
from St. Leo t o k e e p
themselves in the Sunshine
State Conference race. In
the second game, pitcher
Brian Meyer went the distance in a 16-1 victory. The
Tars had turned in their finest
performance of the year
and appeared ready to
make a move. On Friday,
April 12th, Rollins defeated
Division I archrival U.C.F. 5-1.
Brett Ragland struck out 11
men to give the Tars a sweet
vistory.
The University of Tampa
was next in line for Rollins in
what would prove to be a
critical game. From the
outset, pitching dominated
this ball game. The University
of Tampa's Steve Mumah
and Rollins' Brian Meyer turned in stellar performances.
At the end of nine, the g a m e
was tied 2-2, and it went into
extra innings. Fate was not
on the side of the Tars this
ody as Tampa struck out
pne run in the t o p of the 11th
to win 3-2.
Rollins subsequently lost
consecutive games to Stetson and Florida Southern to
leave the team with a 25-22
record. However, all has not
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been lost. The Tars set 3 0
wins as a goal for the '85
season and with 11 games to
play, they still have a
legitimate chance
to
achieve that goal.
Furthermore, previously
unproven talents have
emerged for the Tars this
season. One of these players
is second baseman Mark
Eckert. Eckert is having an
exceptional year. As of midApril, he was batting .346
with 32 RBI's. Moreover, he
leads the team or is in second place in almost every
important
statistical
category. On the defensive
e n d , he has i m p r o v e d
steadily over the course of
the year. Says Coach Coffie,
"At the beginning of the
season, Mark was having difficulty making the routine
plays. Now, he not only
makes the routine plays consistently, but he is also making the outstanding plays."
For Eckert, this season is
the payback for two years
of patience and frustration.
When he arrived at Rollins
two years ago, second base
was already occupied by

Steve Altier. However, Mark
did not expect to play much
his first year. Freshmen usually ride the pine while they
learn the ropes of the college game.
Last year, however, Eckert
felt he was ready to play
regularly. U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,
Altier was still situated at
second base. Mark was used
occasionally as the designated-hitter, but the team
was loaded with senior players and he DH-ed sparingly.
With Altier's graduation
last spring, Eckert finally
became the Tars regular
second baseman. While
speaking with Eckert he
commented on his long internship, "I was frustrated sitting on the bench. I felt I was
good enough to play, but I.
realized Steve was an excellent player. I'm thankful
I've been given the opportunity to play this year, and
I'm glad everything is working out so well."
Eckert is making the most
of his long awaited chance.
He leads the Tars in stolen
bases (20), runs scored (45),
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and triples (3). He is second
in hits (54), doubles (9), RBI's
(32), and HR's (3). Though he
started the season as the
lead-off hitter, Coach Coffie
recently moved him to the
number three spot as Mark
continued his torrid hitting
pace.
Defensively, Eckert has all
the tools to become an excellent, all-round second
baseman, he has g o o d
range, g o o d speed, and a
quick release. Moreover, he
has a great double play
pivot. Though his arm has lost
a little zip due to a separated shoulder early in his
career, it is still considered
strong by second baseman
standards.
The
only
drawback Eckert's game
seems to have is an occasional mental lapse in the
field. During long innings,
especially when a pitcher
walks a few batters, Eckert
sometimes loses his concentration and he can occasionally mishandle a ball.
With a little work in this area,
Eckert will be well on his way
to becoming an outstanding
player for Rollins. O

ATHLETES OF THE YEAH
Once again it is
time for the Sandspur Athlete of the
Year Awards. This
year the nominees included Paul Butler,
Tanya Collins, Mike
Morgan, Mary Dineen,
Mary McDaniel and
Dave McCoy. All of
these athletes were
chosen because they
show excellence in
their sport(s), display
steady improvement
from the previous
year, show team
leadership
and
responsibility, give
100% every day,
exemplify fair play,
team play and a desire to win. And the
Winners Mary
McDaniel and Dave
McCoy. C o n g r a t ulations! The Sandspur would also like to
congratulate t h e
other ahtletes for their
great performances.
Mary McDaniel Women's Basketball Senior - Mary has had
on outstanding four
Years at Rollins. She is
the second all-time
sowing scorer in Rolens history with 1738
Points and she is the
°njy woman in Rollin's
'°00 Point Club. This
year she averaged
(•4 points per game,
IL/
rebounds per

game, a 50.7% field
goal average and a
68.5% f r e e - t h r o w
average. She was
named to the First
Team of the Sunshine
State Conference AllConference Team.
Mary
has
been
elected team captain
all four years and has
maintained a 3.5 academic average. According to coach
Crosby, "Mary was
chosen as the first
Scholarship athlete at
Rollins to be a cornerstone for the women's
basketball program."
Dave McCoy - Baseball - 5th year player
- Dave missed his senior year because of
knee surgery. Up to
this time he had
played third baseman. This year he
started catching,
which he mastered
quite well and then
moved to third base.
Unfortunately, he
broke the fifth metatarsal on his left hand
at the Stetson game
on April 19, 1985 and
has sat out the rest of
the season. Some of
his honors included
All-Tournament Team
during Baseball Week
(this
year)
and
Second Team All
Conference during his

junior year. In 1982-83
he hit 302 and had
eight home runs. In
1981-82 he hit 302 and
had three home runs.
As an undergrad he
maintained a 3.6 in
Econmonics and
graduated
with
honors. He is currently
enrolled in Crummer,
majoring in Finance.
Mary Dineen - Women's tennis - Sophomore - Mary has
played the number
one position for two
years and is currently
ranked number 16 in
the Division I computer ranking. Her record
this year is 15-4. Mary
made it to the semifinals of the consolations in the Ail-American Tournament and
won the Consolations
at t he Rolex National
Indoor Collegiate
Championships.

year and in slalom by
two buoys. He has a
great desire to win
and as his coach,
Warren Witherall said,
"he is a Vorld class
athlete.'
Tanya Collins
Volleyball - Junior Tanya has been on
the All Sunshine State
Conference team
and the All Sunshine
State Tournament for
three years. She has
been a most valuable
player, co-captain
and an All-American
c a n d i d a t e . Since
freshmen year she
has been considered
one of the most
improved athletes in
the state of Florida.
Along with her athletic achievements she
has maintained a 3.0
grade point average.
Paul Butler - Men's
Soccer - Senior - Paul
was lettered 1981-82,
Mike Morgan
- 1982-83, 1983-84. He
Men's Water Skiing - was named to the
Senior - Mike has set Sunshine State Contwo
National ference Second
two National Colleg- Team.
He
has
ite Records this year - received honorable
163 feet in Jumping mention; All State and
and 4/38 off in slalom. All conference and in
In the World Standings 1984-85 he got All
List he is ranked over- Conference, All State
all 8, Jump 7, Slalom and was named to
lO, and Tricks 30. He the Second Team All
has improved his jump South, o
by 17 feet over last
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After / had convinced
myself that doing an interview with Ms. Layy
was the "right" thing to
do, I found myself very
nervous of having to
confront her face to
face; It was like meeting
your id In a dark alley.
Over the phone she asked me to meet her on a
boat dock off of Lake
Conway, which I found
rather strange. I'm not
sure what I expected,
but definitely not a noon
rendezvous in middleclass suburbia. A seedy
motel? A gas station
lavatory? Whatever, it
wasn't Lake Conway.
However the real surprise was when I showed
up for the Interview. Sitting quietly on the dock
was the so-called "Scandalous Ms. Frida Layy,"
staring out at the lake,
looking quite non-scandalous. No sequins or
whips.
Just
some
peaceful person thinking and stroking a small
black dog she later
referred to as her better
half. The Interview was
nothing I had expected.
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JJ: But still, how'd you JJ: What did they do to FL: Now don't get me
get the name.
him?
wrong. You wanted an
FL: When I had made the FL: Same thing they'd do Interview with the
final decision that enter- to him today only he Isn 7 woman, or rather the
tainment was my life I around to hear It?
side which is bold, forhad to think of a stage JJ: You take over?
ward, and newsworthy.
name.
I
wanted FL: And then some. I'm Wowl What a flndl I
something catchy, fun- almost always In control. Just realized that my
ny, sexy, and short- Basically, his remains masculine self Is tradibasically something that are right here with my tionally feminine and
summed up my per- better half.
my feminine side Is
sonality. I was In the car JJ: The dog?
traditionally masculine.
with two friends and FL: Yes. She sort of sym-Oh, well. Rollins will
after a lot of bantering bolizes ail the In- have more trouble
around, the name was nocence that he had to with It than I will. Just
born. But be sure to give up to keep from go- between you and me,
understand that Frida ing Insane. Does this all this whole charade Is
Layy was around long sound rather schizoid to for their benefit (or at
before sha had a name. you?
least, that's what I'm
JJ: I don't understand. JJ: Very, and it's scaring trying to convince
Explain what you mean, me.
myself of). Frida does
please.
FL I'm sorry. Let me help have an annoying
FL I went Into entertain- you to see. Right now, habit of fucking with
ment as a Joke. I had we're both here and I'm people's minds. She'll
been an actor previous- only using these dual probably walk away
ly, but nightclub acts terms to clarify myself. from this smiling.
were out of my limit Yes, l;m only one person; JJ: Now you're freakbecause my physical but one person with two ing me out.
self was only seventeen distinct sides which are FL: Sorry. Let's shut up
and I was twenty-two. slowly Integrating. Now about my friendly
Not that It's caught up that's what scares me. schizophrenia. How
with me, I can do the sort I'm currently In transition about you, where'd
of entertaining I used to such that he's finding you get your name?
pretend to do when I time to be nice, it feels JJ: My parents gave it
was little. Anyways, that good because even to me. Hey, lay offFL: Bad pun.
first eventful night, two divas need rest.
years ago In June, I was JJ: You don't like being JJ: I'll ask the queshorrible. I was ugly, Frida Layy? Do you think tions. You seem to
feel negatively
and
In- she's bad?
JJ: Hi, Ms. Layy? I'm Jef- clumsy,
frey Johnson, the one sincere ... but It was Just FL: God no/ Her purpose towards Rolllnsfrom the Sandspur who's a beginning. I had the Is Justification enough to FL: So do you.
supposed to interview audience packed with love her. But being scan- JJ: -why?
you. How are you friends and It was a dalous Is a full time Job. FL: I thought college
magical evening In spite It's nice to be allowed to would be a place
today?
FL: I'm fine, sit down. You of things. But I was pro- be kind and Innocent where mentally III peoknow the lake Is bably first around when again. You see, he Is. ple like myself could
beautiful at six. Just look my body was about fif- The few times he's had come and Just get
relationships they've themselves together. I
at It. It Just glimmers and teen or sixteen.
calls out to you—sort of JJ: I'm still lost. What do been warm, tender, and was wrong. The people
like a madonna In a you mean your body? sincere. Whenever we here have more prostudded party dress. So You speak as if there find ourself In an unplea- blems than I do, and
sant situation where he that Is scary. At least
what do you want to ask are two of you.
me? My life story? My FL Oh there are. There needs a shield, I take the existence of Frida
are two of you too, only over. Am I freaking you Layy does not threaten
bust size? Hit me.
the lives of anyone.
JJ: Well, for starters, how you're afraid to admit It. out still?
You see my self, my JJ: Not really. But I think There are Individuals
about your name.
body, as well as his self the readers are going on campus who'd very
FL: What about It?
JJ: How'd you get It? You his mind are one self. to flip. How do you ex- well kill me If given
has
a plain all of this to them? the Ideal opportunity.
know Frida Layy is rather Everyone
masculine
and
feminine
I mean, these kids are Most of them men, but
uncommon. A stranger
wouldn't know if I was side. I didn't come the kind who vegg out a few of the slckos are
talking to a nym- around until It was when they see two girls. The funny side Is
phomaniac or a potato necessary to protect women kissing in a all of these potential
him. In fact, If you movie. How do you ex- killers are Just as
chip.
wanted a good Inter- pect them to deal with twisted as myself. The
FL: Both. No, actually, I'm view, you'd talk to him a
man who refers to whole concept that
being silly, that's not to Instead of me. He's himself
what Is In their realm
as a woman?
say that it I wanted to be much nicer.
of experience Is
a potato chip I couldn't. JJ: That's sort of impossi"right" and what Is In
And when I m stoned, I ble. But tell me, who
mine Is "wrong" Is
do sort of resemble one. were you protecting
more deviant than
As far as being a nym- him from?
anything I could ever
pho goes, certainly I've
do.Q
been one at times, but FL: Other kids going
who hasn't. We all go through typical teen
through our periods traumas. You see, he
hedonistic Indulgence. was such a nice boy. So
The only difference Is Idealistic, polite, and
reserved that It was a
that I talk about mine.
tragic flaw. The other
kids hurt him and chased him away. I took
over.
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Dumed-out, restless, ironic disillusion
wcti'touted youthfultenergy boiling inside us,
d to go?m What were we supposed to do?
DAVID LEA

rVeiv Lost Generation"

'If men really
disapproved of
war, dear, we'd
have stopped
wars years ago.
Men like wars,
always have, so
they all went and
got little uniforms
and went to war.'
—Reds

IN THE FUTURE: In the future,
women will have breasts all over.
In the future, it will be a relief to
find a place without culture. In
the future, plates of food will
have names and titles. In the
future, we will all drive standing
up. In the future, love will be
taught on television and by
listening to pop songs.
TALKING HEADS
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